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1
(MPKP:multi-period knapsack problem, [51)
$T$ $t$ $n_{f}$
$N$, $c$, $j\in$ ( ) $p_{j}^{t}(w_{j}^{t})$
$n,$ $=|N_{t}|(t=1,2, \cdots, T)$
$n= \sum_{t=1}^{T}n_{t}$
1
$c_{1}- \sum_{j\in N_{1}}w_{j}^{1}x_{;}^{1}$ 2 2
$\sum_{j\in N_{\sim}\urcorner}w_{j}^{2}x_{j}^{2}\leq c_{2}+(c_{1}-\sum_{j\in N_{I}}w_{j}^{1}x_{j}^{1})$
.
$P_{1}$ : maximize $\sum_{=1}^{T}\sum_{j\in }p_{j}^{t}x_{j}^{t}$ (1)
subject to $\sum_{\tau=1}^{t}$
$\in N\tau$
$w_{j}^{\tau}x_{j}^{\tau}\leq C_{t},$ $t=1,$ $\cdots,$ $T$, (2)




$P_{2}$ : maximize (1)
subject to (2), (3),
$\sum_{j\in N_{l}}x_{j}^{t}\leq 1, t=1,2, \cdots, T$
. (4)
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$P_{1}$ $P_{2}$ (MPKPC: multi-period
knapsack problem with carry-pver capacities) $NP$- [6] MPKPC
($KP$:Knapsack problem, [10, 13, 4]) $NP$-
$P_{1}$ Dudzi\’{n}ski et al. [3] Faaland [5] $P_{1}$
1000 Lin Wu[ll]
$P_{2}$ [12] Lin Chen APL2 [7, 9]
APL2
MPKPC 0-1 CPLEX [8] GUROBI
(MIP: mixed integer programming, [15])
MIP
2 ($DP$ : dynamic programming)
$P_{1}$ 1 $t$ $j$ $b$
$P_{t,j}^{1}(b)$ : maXimiZe $\sum_{\tau=1}^{t-1}$
$\in N\tau$
$p_{jj}^{\tau_{X^{\mathcal{T}}}}+ \sum_{i=1}^{j}p_{ii}^{t_{X^{f}}}$
subject to $\sum_{l=1}^{\tau}\sum_{i\in N_{J}}w_{i}^{l}x_{i}^{l}\leq C_{\tau},$ $\tau=1,$ $\cdots,$ $t-1,$
$\sum_{l=1}^{t-1}$ $w_{i}^{l}x_{i}^{l}+ \sum_{i=1}^{j}w_{i}^{t}x_{i}^{t}\leq b,$
$x_{j}^{\tau}\in\{0,1\}, \forall j\in N_{\tau}, \tau=1, \cdots t,$
$\overline{z}_{t}^{1_{j}},(b)$ [1, 2] $\overline{z}_{f}^{1_{j}},(b)$
$\overline{z}_{t,j}^{1}(b)=\{\begin{array}{ll}-\infty, b<0,\max\{\overline{z}_{t,j-1}^{1}(b),\overline{z}_{t,j-1}^{1}(b-w_{j}^{t})+p_{j}^{t}\}, b\in[0, C_{t}],\overline{z}_{t,j}^{1}(C_{t}) , b>C_{t}.\end{array}$ (5)
$\overline{z}_{t,0}^{1}(b)=\{\begin{array}{ll}\overline{z}_{t-1,n,-1}^{1}(b) , t\geq 1,0, t=0,\end{array}$ (6)
$x_{t,j}^{\star}(b)=\{\begin{array}{ll}1, if \overline{z}_{t,j-1}^{1}(b-w_{j}^{t})+p_{j}^{t}>\overline{z}_{r,j-1}^{1}(b) ,0, \end{array}$ (7)




$P_{f}^{2}(b)$ : maximize $\sum_{\tau=1}^{t}$
j$\in$
$p_{jj}^{\tau_{X^{\mathcal{T}}}}$




$\sum_{j\in N_{\tau}}x_{j}^{\tau}\leq 1, \tau=1,2, \cdots, t,$
$x_{j}^{\tau}\in\{0,1\}, \forall j\in N_{\tau}, \tau=1,2, \cdots, t,$
$\overline{z}_{t}(b)$ $\overline{z}_{t}(b)$




$b\in[O, C,]$ $\overline{z}_{t}(b)\equiv\overline{z}_{t,n}^{2},(b)$ (9) (5)
$\overline{z}_{t,j}^{2}(b)=\{\begin{array}{ll}-\infty, b<0,\max\{\overline{z}_{t,j-1}^{2}(b),\overline{z}_{t-1,n,-1}^{2}(b-w_{j}^{t})+p_{j}^{t}\}, b\in[0, C_{f}],\overline{z}^{2_{j}},(C_{t}) , b>C_{t}.\end{array}$ (10)
$\overline{z}^{2_{0}},(b)=\{\begin{array}{ll}\overline{z}_{-1,n_{l-1}}^{2}(b) , t\geq 1,0, t=0,\end{array}$ (11)
$x_{t,j}^{\star}(b)=\{\begin{array}{ll}1, if\overline{z}_{t-1,n,-1}^{2}(b-w_{j}^{t})+p_{j}^{t}>\overline{z}_{t,j-1}^{2}(b) ,0, otherwise.\end{array}$ (12)
$P_{2}$ $z^{\star}=\overline{z}_{T}(C_{T})$ , $z^{\star}=\overline{z}_{T,n_{T}}^{2}(C_{T})$ $O( \sum_{t=1}^{T}n_{t}C,)$
3
MPKPC
ANSI $C$ Dell Precision T7400 workstation (CPU: Xeon X5482 $Quad-Core\cross 2,$






$p_{j}^{t}$ :[1, 100] $w_{j}^{t}$. (CORR)
$w_{j}^{t}$ :[1, 100]




1 2 $(z^{\star})$ ( )
10 1800 1







3 4 $P_{2}$ 3 $T$ 100





- $T$ $n_{t}\geq 100$
67





100 38684.6 0.02 1.37
200 52799.10.05 2.34
400 71888.5 0.12 4.19
800 96537.7 0.25 7.79
1600 126765.0 0.50 11.60
100 9216.9 0.02 0.72
200 11825.4 0.05 1.44
400 15364.5 0.12 1.91
800 19835.0 0.24 4.63
1600 25327.2 0.50 9.45
2: $(P_{1}, n_{t}=1(X))$ .
$T$ $z^{\star}$ $-$CPLEX100 38684.6 0.02 1.37
200 76872.2 0.12 4.52
400 153674.8 0.48 20.76
800 306620.0 1.94 117.42
1600 613381.2 7.80 726.745
100 9216.9 0.02 0.72
200 18340.8 0.11 3.15
400 36652.7 0.50 15.90
800 73177.7 2.01 86.51




3: $(P_{2}, T=100)$ .
$n_{t}$
$Z^{\star}$ $\frac{\equiv\overline{p}\}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\# l}{ CPLEX }$
1009780.90.020.69
200 9861.0 0.05 1.16
400 9895.9 0.09 1.74
800 9899.5 0.19 4.75
1600 9900.0 0.37 10.56
100 3875. $9$ 0.$02$ 1.52
200 3890.9 0.04 3.60
400 3898.3 0.09 6.27
800 3899.7 0.19 7.61
1600 3900.0 0.38 18.24
4: $(P_{2}, n_{t}=100)$ .
$T$ $z^{\star}$ $\frac{ ( )}{ CPLEX }$
100 9780. $9$ 0.$02$ 0.69
200 19565.4 0.10 2.58
400 39154.2 0.42 6.78
800 78316.5 1.64 30.11
1600 156641.7 6.50 713.661
100 3875. $9$ 0.$02$ 1.53
200 7751.0 0.10 6.15
400 15501.2 0.39 34.31
800 31007.2 1.59 148.75
1600 62021.0 6.37
1 1800 10 1
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